A30 Chiverton to Carland Cross
Moving forward: The application

Foreword
We are pleased to share the final plans for the A30 Chiverton to Carland Cross scheme
with you following the submission of our application to the Planning Inspectorate.
This is a long-awaited milestone for the project,
and represents a big step towards the delivery
of the much needed improvements on this part
of the A30. Thanks once again for helping us
shape the scheme. Getting to this point has
taken significant input, not only from stakeholders,
but from your ongoing commitment and effort
in attending events, studying the plans and
submitting feedback.

We would like you to stay involved, so if you are
interested in our upcoming work, please do sign
up to our webpage for regular updates.
You can find out about the consultation and the
subsequent scheme developments in the
coming pages.

The response we received shows widespread
public support for improving daily life in local
communities, achieving better connectivity for
the region as a whole, and fulfilling an aspiration
for a more diverse future economy. This booklet
contains a summary of the key themes raised
at statutory consultation.
While the Planning Inspectorate examines the
application, we still want to work with you in the
community to leave a positive legacy.
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What is this document for?

Introduction

This booklet explains how Highways England
has reached the current stage of the process.
It summarises the scheme's development since
consultation finished in March 2018. If you would
like to read the full consultation report, please
visit the Planning Inspectorate's website:
infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.
uk/projects/south-west/a30-chiverton-tocarland-cross-scheme/

The A30 scheme between Chiverton and
Carland Cross is part of only two major routes
running through Cornwall, meaning its strategic
importance to the region is difficult to overstate.
This single carriageway stretch is the last
bottleneck on 100 miles of otherwise free-flowing
dual carriageway, posing a significant obstacle
to the perception of Cornwall as a viable place to
access and do business with.

Upgrading this stretch of road will provide vital
improvements to its reliability and safety, which in
turn will bring better connectivity and convenience
to local communities, and economic growth
across the region.
Since our statutory consultation earlier this year,
we’ve refined our proposals for the scheme, taking
the feedback you provided into consideration.
We’ve now submitted our application for
permission to build the scheme, known as a
Development Consent Order (DCO), to the
Planning Inspectorate, who have decided to
accept our application for full consideration. This
is known as the examination phase; if you would
like to be involved in the planning process, you
can get in touch with them directly. Page 13 of this
booklet will tell you how you can do that.

Consultation summary
We carried out our statutory consultation at the
beginning of the year, which was a vital part of
shaping the scheme and ensuring everyone got a
chance to have their say.

To explain and promote the consultation, we made
a particular effort to ensure that not only were we
reaching as many people as we could, but the
information was easy to digest and visualise, by:
 Holding seven drop-in consultation events
for you to talk to a wide range of specialists
from the project team
 Creating a series of short videos and
animated 3D visualisations to help people
understand what the scheme would look
like once complete. All short videos and 3D
visualisations can be found at
www.highwaysengland.co.uk/A30Chiverton
 Working with a variety of community
representatives with a social media presence
to spread the message about consultation
 Providing plain English explanations in
documents to support statutory consultation
 Providing information to community groups.
A total of 35 organisations agreed to
accommodate and circulate information
about the consultation as a result of
our outreach

We received at total of 853 feedback
responses from consultees, and 835 people
attended a consultation event to talk to us
about the scheme.
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The final proposals
Chybucca junction
New bridge at Chybucca taking the B3284 over the new dual
carriageway, with west facing slip roads connecting to the new
dual carriageway

Pennycomequick
Bridge under dual carriageway
to maintain local connectivity

Carland Cross
New section of local road
to maintain connectivity

Carland Cross junction
New junction built on 2 levels,
maintaining connections to A39

Two Barrows Bridge
Existing bridge re-used
for dual carriageway

Tolgroggan Farm
Bridge over dual carriageway
to maintain local access to farm
and footpath

Key
Existing A30 dual
carriageway
Proposed new dual
carriageway
Existing A30
(Retained as a local road)

© Crown copyright and database rights 2018 OS 100030649

Chiverton Cross junction
New junction built on 2 levels located north east of the existing roundabout,
maintaining connections to A390 (Truro), A3075 (Newquay), B3277 (St Agnes)
and local services. The old roundabout would be removed
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Tresawsen - Allet Road
New bridge under dual
carriageway to maintain
local connectivity
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Principle of development

The road within the landscape

The road and the environment

Our response

What you told us

What you told us

What you told us

Overall, most people either support or accept the
need for the scheme. Some people would urge
us to speed up our current programme to deliver
it sooner. Some land and business owners in the
immediate area would either prefer if there was
no scheme, or would prefer an expansion of the
existing road.

There was significant concern from the community
and businesses in the Marazanvose area about
the road height, which was higher than the route
announced in July 2017. Specifically, concerns
around visual impact and noise were raised in
relation to the height of the road in this area.

Noise: Our low-noise surfacing policy was
welcomed widely, although responses included
some additional suggestions:

Noise: We have the following responses in relation
to noise:

Our response
Our response
The scheme has been informed by the
following objectives:







Reduce congestion
Unlock growth
Connect communities
Improve safety, operation and efficiency
Protect the environment
Minimise disruption during construction

Our analysis shows that the proposal we’re taking
forward provides the best solution to ensure we
deliver these benefits to the local and business
communities, the tourism industry and the region
as a whole.
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We recognise the concerns of landowners in this
area and realise that if the road was to stay at the
height proposed at consultation, noise and views
in particular would be impacted. We have now
lowered the road height around Marazanvose to
better address the balance between safety, in
recognition of the issues raised.

 Cornish Hedgerows were suggested along
the scheme to reduce noise and help retain
the local character of the area
 Concerns regarding noise and light pollution
during construction were raised
The green bridge: The green bridge proved
popular, although some people requested that it
was upgraded to a footpath and bridleway.
Wildlife crossings: We received a wide range of
comments about the 21 wildlife crossings, which
received general support. However, a number of
people expressed concern over various aspects
and types of crossings, including the height of bat
crossings, whether the quantity of crossings was
adequate, and the potential for the migration of
wildlife to interfere with agricultural operations.

 Over 12 kilometers of Cornish Hedgerows
will be built to replace two kilometers that are
lost as a result of the scheme. This means
that overall, the local landscape will gain
over 10 kilometers of Cornish Hedgerows
 Construction noise has been considered and
will be managed in line with best practice
measures. More information is available
in the Outline Construction Environmental
Management Plan, which is an Appendix to
the Environmental Statement (Volume 6 of
the application, Document Reference 6.4,
Appendix 16.1)
The green bridge: Although the green bridge
would remain primarily a wildlife crossing, it has
been upgraded to accommodate a bridleway, so
that walkers, cyclists and horse riders can use it as
a means of crossing both the existing and
new route.
Wildlife crossings: The wildlife crossings
would be too small to interfere with agricultural
operations, and have been designed in line
with guidance on the requirements for each
different type of animal. More information on the
specific guidance is provided in Chapter 8 of the
Environmental Statement, which can be found on
the Planning Inspectorate website at
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Design
What you told us
Access for walkers, cyclists and horse riders
at Church Lane: There were mixed comments
around access for walkers, cyclists and horse
riders at Church Lane. Many simply noted their
support, but there was also a number of requests
to extend the tunnel to pass under both the
existing and new A30 routes.
The staggered junction between
Shortlanesend Road and Two Burrow Hill:
The separation of the road to Shortlanesend and
the road through Zelah was requested, in order
to avoid high speeds moving across the
existing A30.
Laybys: The location of laybys at Marazanvose
was raised, with concerns that they would be too
close to houses and would disturb residents.
St Agnes to Truro cycle access at
Chiverton Cross: There were many requests at
consultation to include access across the A30
at the location of the existing Chiverton Cross
junction, in order to maintain the route of the cycle
path that runs from St Agnes to Truro.
East-facing slip roads: The lack of east-facing
slip roads was raised as a concern for local
people at consultation.
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Our response
Access for walkers, cyclists and horse riders
at Church Lane: As the new A30 would divert the
majority of traffic, traffic volumes on the existing
route will be significantly reduced, making the
current crossing more user-friendly. As a result
of this, the Church Lane underpass will only run
under the new A30. This will then connect to the
existing steps leading to and from the crossing of
the existing A30.
The staggered junction at Shortlanesend Road
and Two Burrow Hill: We recognise the safety
concerns about the design of the junction raised
at statutory consultation. As such, there is now
a separation distance of 120 metres between
these junctions.
Laybys at Marazanvose: We recognise the
concerns of local residents about the proximity of
laybys, so we have revised the proposals to move
the laybys at Marazanvose further west on both
sides of the road to ensure they are not directly
opposite any properties.
St Agnes to Truro cycle access at Chiverton
Cross: Initial proposals included a diversion of
approximately 1200 meters; following consultation,
we have halved the length of the diversion and
designed the route to ensure cyclists don’t have to
use the new Chiverton junction.

East-facing slip roads: Before consultation, we
ran traffic modelling tests to measure the volume
of traffic that would make use of east-facing
slip roads along this stretch of A30. Following
concerns raised about this at consultation, we
ran more detailed surveys, including additional
development data from areas in the vicinity of
Truro, Newquay, Redruth and Camborne areas,
taken from Cornwall Council’s local plan.

To summarise, the introduction of east-facing
slip roads has been reviewed following both
non statutory and statutory consultation, and the
decision to provide west-facing slip roads only
at Chybucca is still supported. Given that future
demand is predicted by the traffic modelling to
be low, east-facing slip roads would not address
the specific issues of congestion, safety, network
reliability and capacity on the existing A30.

We considered different future scenarios for
growth in the area (ranging from low growth to
extremely high growth) and used all the data
available to us to predict the volume of traffic using
these slip roads by 2038. Even in the highest
growth scenarios, we found that by 2038, these
slip roads would only accommodate 1,600 daily
movements compared with 11,200 for
west-facing slip roads.
Beyond consideration of demand for east-facing
slip roads, there are other aspects that would also
need to be considered, such as: construction
costs, environmental impacts, increased land take,
which would be significant in this location given
the extent of additional earthworks, cuttings and
embankments that would be required to construct
the slip roads.
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The application
We have now submitted our application to the
Planning Inspectorate for permission to build this
scheme. You can see a plan for the scheme on
page 6, which shows:
 An 8.7 mile, high quality 70mph dual
carriageway, connecting to the existing A30
dual carriageway at either end
 The replacement of Chiverton Cross
roundabout with a new, two-level motorway
style roundabout
 A new, two-level partial junction at
Chybucca, with west-facing slip roads
connecting to the new dual carriageway
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A positive legacy in the community
 Replacement of the existing roundabout at
Carland Cross with a two-level motorway
style junction
 New bridges and accesses across the new
road and the old road
 Retention of the existing A30 for local traffic
 If development consent is granted,
construction is anticipated to start on site in
2020 with the new road open to traffic from
the end of 2022.
The application, which is available on the Planning
Inspectorate website, comprises seven volumes.
Below is a guide to the application, outlining what
information is covered in each volume.

Volume

Overview

1. Application information

Details of the specific application information required by the
Planning Inspectorate.

2. Plans, drawings and designations

Contains the plans which show where we propose to
undertake the work.

3. Draft development consent order

Outlines the legal powers we are seeking to build the project.

4. Compulsory acquisition information

Provides evidence of why we require legal powers of
compulsory acquisition.

5. Consultation report

Provides details of the pre-application consultation that has
been undertaken for the project.

6. Environmental information

Details how the potential impact on the environment has
been assessed.

7. Other reports

Includes additional reports produced for the application
submission.

While the Planning Inspectorate examines our
proposals, we will be shifting our focus for the
time being to what Highways England can do for
local communities, and the legacy the scheme will
leave behind.
We will soon be progressing a number of
projects focussed on the environment, and
cycling integration in areas around the scheme.
We will also be launching educational outreach
with schools and youth centres in the area soon.
As well as school visits from traffic officers, we will
be running activities around science, technology,
engineering, the arts and maths (STEAM) in
the context of the scheme, to provide hands-on
examples of how students’ school subjects apply
in the real world. The sessions are designed to
ignite children’s interest in these subjects, as well
as demonstrate employment opportunities to
students. If you are interested in finding out more
about this, please get in touch.

You can find out about all our activity by:
 Visiting our scheme website at
www.highwaysengland.co.uk/A30Chiverton
 Registering for updates on the
scheme website
 Emailing us at
A30ChivertontoCarlandCross@
highwaysengland.co.uk to request more
information on STEAM.
We hope you continue to take an interest in the
project during this time. You can keep up-todate with all the latest scheme information on the
projects section of the Planning Inspectorate’s
dedicated scheme webpage, at: infrastructure.
planninginspectorate.gov.uk/projects/south-west/
a30-chiverton-to-carland-cross-scheme/.
Here you can also access all the documents
relating to the scheme and register as an
interested party.

We will also continue to attend events in the area
to make sure that you can come and talk to us
about the progress of the scheme, or any of the
other projects we will be running in the area.
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Next steps: the planning process

Fast facts

Now that the application has been submitted, it will go through the statutory process that all
development consent order applications are subject to. This is outlined below:

The application process. The 6 steps
The Inspectorate, on behalf of the
Secretary of State, has 28 days
to decide whether the application
meets the required standards
to proceed to examination
including whether the developer's
consultation has been adequate.

Pre-application

Acceptance

You can send in your comments
in writing. You can request to
speak at a public hearing.
The Inspectorate has 6 months
to carry out the examination.

Pre-examination

Examination

You can now register as an
interested party; you will be
kept informed of progress
and opportunities to put your
case. Inspectors will hold a
preliminary meeting and set
the timetable for examination.

Decision

Construction
starts

A recommendation to
the relevant Secretary of
State will be issued by
the Inspectorate within 3
months. The Secretary of
State then has a further
3 months to issue a
decision on the proposal.

Based on information from the Planning Inspectorate website.
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 Over 95% of respondents from the 2016
consultation agreed with the need for
the scheme.
 81% of visitors to Cornwall between AugustNovember 2016 used their own car or van
to reach the region. During busy periods,
journeys on this section of road can often
take twice as long when compared to other
sections of the A30, with journeys taking up
to 4 times longer in the summer months.
 The roundabout at Chiverton Cross has
been named as the worst place for road
incidents in the whole of Cornwall.
 By 2022 the road is expected to be
carrying more traffic than it was designed
for, and with traffic expected to rise by up
to 32% in 2037, congestion will only
get worse.

 Average journey times between Chiverton
and Carland Cross, a distance of 7.9 miles,
can fluctuate anywhere between 7 and
28 minutes. Other sections of the A30
experience relatively stable journey times
year-round meaning journeys are more
reliable and easier to plan.
 In 2014, Cornwall attracted approximately
4.3 million staying visitors and 14.7 million
day visitors, generating £2.6bn to the
economy and supporting 53,000 jobs.
Despite this, productivity across Cornwall in
2015 was 74% of the English average, and
has continued to fall over time.
 With our proposals, every £1 invested is
expected to generate an economic benefit
of £3-£4.

If you need help accessing this or any other Highways England information,
please call 0300 123 5000 and we will help you.
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